
1 In which 90's Disney film would you find the dragon Mushu? Mulan

2 In which 1989 film would you find a character tested to 'proceed in the footsteps of the Word of God'? Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

3 Name the Danish actor who starred in 'James Bond' as well as the 'Hannibal' TV series? Mads Mikkelsen

4 Which 2000 film had the tagline: ‘Expect the impossible… Again’? Mission Impossible 2

5 Patty Jenkins directed which 2017 superhero film? Wonder Woman

6 What is the name of the leader of the Lost Boys in the 1991 film ‘Hook’? Rufio

7 In 'Star Wars', what is the name of the planet that Luke is raised on by his aunt and uncle? Tatooine

8 What is the nickname of the car in the ‘Dukes of Hazzard’ series? General Lee

9 Brad Pitt has been nominated for the Best Actor Academy Award twice; for ‘Moneyball’ and which 2008 film? the Curious Case of Benjamin Button

10 Name the UK comedy TV series, running from 2008-2010, that was set in the fictional school 'Rudge Park Comprehensive'? The Inbetweeners

11 Who served as the President of South Africa between 1994 and 1999? Nelson Mandela

12 True or false: there has never been a Pope born in England? False

13 What was the real name of the American gangster, born in 1899, who had the nickname 'Scarface'? Al Capone

14 In which city was the RMS Titanic built? Belfast

15 Which empire did Catherine the Great rule over from 1762-1796? Russia

16 The Roman Republic came to an end in the 1st Century, but was it BC or AD? BC

17 What relation was Queen Victoria to her future husband Albert? Cousin

18 The Avellino eruption in around 1800BC is one of the best known eruptions of which volcano? Mount Vesuvius

19 The 'Battle of Hamburger Hill' took place in which 20th century war? Vietnam War

20 Name the individual who assassinated Abraham Lincoln in 1865? John Wilkes Booth

21 In the Harry Potter book series, what kind of creature was Fawkes? Phoenix

22 In the painting by Francisco Goya, which family member is Saturn devouring? His Son

23 In a traditional haiku, how many syllables make up the first line? 5

24 In which 1813 novel would you find the character ‘Mr. Darcy’? Pride and Prejudice

25 C.M.Coolidge painted a series of 16 works of dogs playing which game? Poker

26 The first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary was published in 1884, but when was the second edition released: A) 1894, B)1940, C)1989? C)1989

27 Who created the renaissance marble sculpture 'David'? Michelangelo

28 Finish off the name of this 1843 short story by Edgar Allan Poe, 'The Tell-Tale...'? Heart

29 True or False: Roald Dahl wrote the script for the 1968 film 'Chitty Chitty Bang Bang'? True

30 Who wrote plays such as 'All My Sons', 'Death of a Salesman' and 'The Crucible'? Arthur Miller

31 Due to a specific gene, which herb can taste like dish soap to a percentage of the population? Coriander

32 In which sport do the Australian national teams have nicknames Kangaroos and Jillaroos? Rugby League

33 The 5 oldest, still active companies in the world are all found in which Asian country? Japan

34 When drinking port wine, which direction is it traditionally passed; left or right? Left

35 On Windows computers, what does the 'Control P' shortcut do? Print

36 Which planet in our Solar System has an axis that lies on 98 degrees, meaning it orbits on its side? Uranus

37 What is the only sport mentioned in the NATO phonetic alphabet? Golf

38 Which fruit is used to garnish a Manhattan cocktail? Cherry

39 In what year was the last person executed by guillotine in France: A)1933, B)1950, C)1977? C)1977

40 Robert Smith is the lead singer of which English alternative rock band, formed in 1976? The Cure
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